QE
QUINTESSENTIAL EDUCATION
STAY ON TOP OF THE GAME
QE is Singapore's leading provider of tutorial and university admissions programmes for IB and IGCSE students.
We believe students shine in a holistic environment, one where nurturing educators serve as role models in an
immersive culture of smart learning and personalised teaching. Hence, we dedicate our time to develop quality
teaching materials and constantly review them to provide only the best. Comprehensively designed, our highly
rated E3 teaching model educates through exam exposure, key content mastery and targeted practice.
QE students consistently outperform the national average across major examinations. Many also excelled with
our hallmark university admissions programme and secured offers from competitive Law, Medicine, Ivy, and
Oxbridge colleges. More than a source of tutorial services, QE encompasses a highly regarded brand of
education designed to promote academic success and character development.

Curriculum Design Principles
Today’s academic curricula are increasingly rigorous. Memorising textbook content no longer suffices. As IB
and IGCSE specialists, QE tutors commit over 20 hours a week to review, write, and design up-to-date lesson
materials. Our 'E3 Teaching Model' is centred on definitive drills and key questions analyses to monitor
student learning, recognise learning gaps, and promote effective learning methods.
Question exposure is integral to effective learning. Unlike conventional
classes that begin with textbook content, each QE session commences with
exam question analysis to address learning priorities, deconstruct key
question types, and systematically approach new topics.

EXPOSE

ELABORATE

EXECUTE

Next, the class learns textbook content from solving indicative exam questions.
'Learning from solving’ enhances problem-solving skills and conceptual understanding
for productive learning. Our insider knowledge ensures an advanced curriculum with
optimal question exposure for comprehensive coverage.
Practice, practice, practice. All classes conclude with timed trials and topical drills for
targeted learning. QE’s question banks are comprehensively designed to address all
question types and consider the learning style of each student. We emphasise post
practice reviews with tutors to leave no questions unanswered.

Key Features Of Our Courses
QUESTION ANALYSES

TUTORIALS

Question exposure and trend analyses set key
learning objectives and monitor learning needs

Practice makes perfect. Highly effective drills
reinforce learning outcomes for productive learning
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CONCISE NOTES

QE's highly rated classroom materials are
intelligently designed to effectively condense
textbook content

HANDS-ON PRACTICE
Learn key content effectively through hands-on
practice and surefire strategies to solve all
question types

TIMED TRIALS

CONSULTATIONS

Simulated exam practice help to develop
exam skills, time management, and
problem-solving abilities

Post-practice reviews identify learning gaps,
reinforce learning outcomes, and leave no
questions unanswered
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IGCSE/PRE-IB
Conducted By IB/IGCSE Examiners & Graduates
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TUITION

CRASH COURSE

Small class sizes, premium tutors, and
industry leading curricula remain our
code of excellence.

Our signature crash courses offer
a full range of highly specific
intensive sessions for the following:

Ad-hoc Tuition (By Topic)
Weekly Tuition (Group and Private)
Online Tuition

Holiday Programme
Exam Preparation
Headstart Programme

UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS
HEADSTART MENTORING
Work with top mentors from leading universities to gain a definitive
head-start for competitive courses like Medicine, Law, and beyond.
Application Strategy (University and Course Research)
Portfolio Building (Internship, Attachment, Community Service)
Early Exposure to Advanced Reading Materials and Personal Statement Writing Skills
External Competition Training (Olympiad, Essay Competition)

IB

Diploma

Conducted By IB Examiners & Graduates

REGULAR CLASS

CRASH COURSE

Small class sizes, premium tutors, and
industry leading curricula remain our
code of excellence.

Our signature crash courses offer
a full range of intensive sessions
for the following:

Ad-hoc Tuition (By Topic)
Weekly Tuition (Group and Individual)
Online Tuition

Holiday Programme
Exam Preparation
Headstart Programme

IA / EE TUITION

TOK TUITION

Start to end support from IB graduates
and IB examiners.

Start to end support from IB graduates
and IB examiners.

Topic Analysis
Content Writing
Data Research and Interpretation
Edits For Final Submission

Presentation Guide
Topic Analysis
Content Writing
Edits For Final Submission

UNIVERSITY ADMISSIONS
PROFESSIONAL MENTORING
Work with top mentors from leading universities for a winning application strategy,
professional personal statement mentoring, and academic interview training.
Application Strategy (University and Course Research)
Personal Statement Advisory (Brainstorming, Writing, and Editing)
Academic Interview Training (Reading Topic Discussion, Case Analysis, Mock Interview)
Entrance Assessment Training (SAT, LNAT, TSA, ENGAA and more)

Student

Reviews

QE students achieved
100% 6s' and 7s' in the 2019/20 IB exams
89% distinction in the 2019/20 IGCSE exams
We serve 21 IGCSE/IB schools and are Singapore's leading IGCSE & IB specialists

HARU KIM

PARK HA JOONG

ANGLO CHINESE SCHOOL
(INTERNATIONAL)

UNITED WORLD COLLEGE
(DOVER)

AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL

ENGLISH (IGCSE): C TO A

ECONOMICS (IGCSE): B TO A*

MATHEMATICS (IGCSE): B TO A*

THANAKHOM

Before lang tuition with QE, not only was my
understanding of lang concepts shaky, but
also I was doubtful of my written answers.
After having tuition, I was much more
confident in my answering ability and was
able to appreciate and enjoy the subject
much more than before.

Economics lessons at QE allowed me to
understand the course and the syllabus
throughly, not leaving any doubts before
the exam. I would like to thank Mr. Sean
Lim for his great classes and tremendous
help in the model answers and timed
practice in the courses.

Jayden is a dedicated teacher who
always helps with consultations after. His
lessons are engaging and useful as I’ve
learnt many skills not taught in school.
Jayden ensures we grasp the skills and
concepts taught by giving many
practices and feedback in class.

NICOLE TEO

NAVEEN LAKSHMANAN

RACHEL PANG

ANGLO CHINESE SCHOOL
(INDEPENDENT)

SAINT JOSEPH'S INSTITUTION

ANGLO CHINESE SCHOOL
(INTERNATIONAL)

ECONOMICS (HL): 5 TO 7

CHEMISTRY (HL): 3 TO 7

MATH (HL): 5 TO 7

Going for economics tuition helped me revise
everything that I learnt in school, which was
very important for me as I was struggling to
find time to do so. Sean was also very kind
and understanding, answering any questions
I had and taking the time to review my
schoolwork. I was also able to receive more
resources to study as Sean provided very
concise notes. The papers we went through
very consistently further helped me
understand the kind of answers I should be
providing for my exams and I was able to
achieve a grade of 7 for my final IB.

After repeatedly failing Chemistry, I
decided to join Quintessential. With only
5 months left to the IB examinations,
Mike managed to guide me and help me
achieve a grade 7 in Chemistry. The class
dissected questions and helped to
explain everything in detail. Also, Mike
identified my problems at the root and
taught me how to overcome it which is
why I went from getting a grade 3 to a
grade 7 in a mere 5 months. Thank you
so much for everything Sir!

QE has been very helpful in bringing out
the best in me for math! In fact, I was
always very lost in school, until I joined the
class. Jayden was able to help us
understand the requirements and key
points of each question, by breaking down
methodically. Apart from letting me have
a greater grasp, it boosted my confidence
during the exam, keeping me calm and
composed! Most importantly, the friendly
and conducive environment of the centre,
made going for tuition there less of a
chore and something to look forward to!

For a complete list, read more at https://qeducation.sg/reviews

QE

Tutors

SENIOR

JUNIOR

Undergraduates and graduates
who scored 44 and 45 points in
the IB examinations. Many are ex
QE tutees who have been cherrypicked to join our teaching team.
Having first hand experience in
the IGCSE, IB, and QE tuition
courses, they offer invaluable
support to students and share a
proven formula for success.

EXAMINER

Graduates, current, ex school teachers
with minimum 5 years of experience
and degree with top honours.
All QE tutors go through a stringent 3
stage interview process.
First, screening of teaching
credentials. Next, a personal interview
to ensure they are likeable and
effective educators who can lead and
inspire. Finally, a session where
prospective tutors conduct a full
lesson to our interviewers.

IGCSE and IB examiners or
coordinators who consistently
rank top in the industry. They
have broad experience
marking the official exam
papers and offer pinpoint
help to improve exam skills,
answering techniques, and
academic performance. Rest
assured, your children will
thrive under their tutelage.
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